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About This Game

During her new adventure, Pamela Cavendish goes to a misty and mysterious Scotland where a seemingly innocent landscape of
moor quickly reveals its dark nature. Spectre fro 5d3b920ae0
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Hell yea! I just love the colours in the game, the locations are amazing and very detailed. Minigames and hidden object scenes
are looking really nice and the story is interesting and a bit darker than normal HOGs, which I really liked. I can't say anything
bad, this is a really good game :) PS: For Achievement Hunters, you can get a Perfect game in one playthrough.
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Happy Halloween! : ALEX AND TIRS WISH YOU A HAPPY AND VERY YAOI FILLED HALLOWEEN!. The final
version of Chasing the Stars is available! : Hello, guys! Our new BL Visual Novel, Chasing the Stars , was published ten days
ago, but I didn't want to advertise it here until it got the final touches, hehe! There's still an update planned. but after some bug
fixing, text editing and all features put in place, I think the time has arrived! Chasing the Stars is a BL fully uncensored Visual
Novel, featuring amazing NSFW CGs by Kurosilver, a protagonist with dubious morals and a deep story plot of 120k words.
You have the option of seeing all the sexy stuff, censoring it all, seeing only +15 scenes or decide on each scene.. Update
release! : Hello, there! As some of you might have noticed, this week we have uploaded an update for A Hand in the Darkness.
We have added a CG gallery and further editing of the text, especially Monty's route, since it was the one that got more
complaints. It's the same update we posted on itchio around January, so if you already played it on that page you won't find
anything new, hahaha! The counterpart, not as positive, is that Steam resets the game completely in your game libraries, so you
have probably lost your achievements and progress in the game TT I'm really sorry about this; you'll have to play it again in
"skip all text" mode to get back to the point you were playing. The last update we've posted was today, June 30th, and it will be
the last one. As a last positive word, just let you know we are taking part in this year's Yaoi Jam on itchio and we have already
uploaded our demo! ;) You can grab it here: The full game will be commercial: a short eroge, set in a 1001 Nights universe..
New Game Update! : Just a quick note for the people who expected to have our new game, Chasing the Stars, before July.. A
Hand in the Darkness THE KICKSTARTER FOR OUR NEW GAME IS NOW LIVE! : Our Kickstarter will run from 30 days
starting today, February 12! Check out the rewards and stretch goals, and please share it with any friends who might be
interested in it: KICKSTARTER You can play the demo with the first night of Adnan in the harem, around 45 minutes, on our
itchio page: DEMO [ertal-games.itch.io] (Trigger warnings for dub-con. Please don't play it if this isn't your cup of tea.). Our
new game is on Kickstarter! : Hello! If you have played to A Hand in the Darkness and have enjoyed it, please consider taking a
look at our new project! Chasing the Stars is a BL Visual Novel with a steampunk look, about a college student who pursues his
dream of working and living in space. The artistic team is different for this VN, although the main developer and writer is the
same, yours truly, and it will feature NSFW CGs and the option of skipping every single adult scene, in case you aren't
interested in that kind of content.
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